§ 1. Introduction
Let CP°° be the infinite dimensional complex projective space and BU the classifying space of stable complex vector bundles. Then there is the natural inclusion j: CP°°c->BU and the structure map of the infinite loop space structure defined by the 
Then the construction of splitting in [2] can be reformulated as follows. ->Q(E n /NT n + } the Becker-Gottlieb transfer ( [2] , [3] ) associated with the smooth fiber bundle
EJT n has the action of NT n /T n = 2 n which sends eT n to enT n where n and n^NT n . (XY is also a J^-space by the permutation of the coordinates. Since the elements of E n can be considered as the n-frames in C 2 ", we define a ^-equivariant map
by corresponding each vector to its representative element in CP 2n~~l .
Also, since EJT n ->E n /NT n is a principal ^-bundle, there is â -equivariant map c n : EJT n ->EI n which covers the classifying map of this principal bundle where ES n is the contractible free ^-space. Thus we obtain a map
There is also the Barratt-Quillen map w n : (E n x(Xr)/I n ->d(X + ).
Notice that the composition X-^(ES n x (Xy)/S n -^-+QJiX + ) is homotopic to the composition X-^*Q(X) -?-^Q(X + ) where z\ is the map defined by the equation
So the following Lemma is clear. [6] , [7] .)
Now we are ready to define the splitting s. Let us consider the composition s n : EJU(n) ->£^(rc) +^Q /£ n /A^+) Q^ŵ here w n ok n+ is the pointed extension of w n^kn and C is the structure map of the infinite loop space Q/CP+"" 1 ). As in [2] and [9] , t n is compatible with n. So, since all the constructions are compatible with 77, by taking the limit, we obtain s: BU ->Q,(CP°°). This proposition is a corollary of Brumfiel and Madsen [4] . (See Theorem 3.5 of [4] .)
Since the diagram commutes up to homotopy, we get the main result:
Thus s°j is homotopic to the canonical inclusion as an element of lim w Map(CP", Q/CP 00 )). Then fosoj is homotopic to j on the finite skeleton. So one can easily show that fas: BU >BU induces identities on the K-homology groups and on the JT-cohomology groups, by using the fact that s is an //-map. (See [9] .) Thus our s is a splitting.
Let P m ( ) be the m-th term of the cohomology defined by 0(CP°° 
